Modular Seal links for large diameter pipes - WA-615 Models
Seal large diameter pipes - Pressure tight to 72 psi.

316L stainless steel hardware - EDPM or NBR elastomer.
All links display confirmation windows at optimum torque.

No re-tightening required

Nuts are secured in the pressure plate
no lost nuts that slow down installation.

WA-modular seals - above the rest

Large pipe penetrations - secure grip - Modular Seal links

FACTS

Application range:
- Standing water, Pressurized water

Scope of delivery:
- All Materials - ready for install

Advantages:
- Optimized bolt features
- Large diameter pipe seals
- Available from stock
- Suitable for new installations or retrofit
- Color change bolt heads indicates optimum torque no leaks
Material:
- Rubber Seal: EDPM or NBR
- Hardware: 316L bolts and Nuts

Tightness: - Gas and watertight

Precise engineering for sealing large diameter pipes through concrete walls

Experienced staff can provide solution guidance and recommendations
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